Introduction
Bluff-body flows are encountered in many fields of practical interest. In the case of turbulent flames, the existence of a zone dominated by intense recirculation, omnipresent in such flows, increases the mixing intensity and stabilizes the flame. Stability is a fundamental issue in gas turbine combustion, where extremely lean fuel-air mixtures are adopted for achieving low NO x emissions ͓1,2͔. These lean flames are often very close to the extinction limit. Another advantage of enhanced mixing is the reduced peak temperature and, consequently, the possibility of an additional reduction of thermal NO x emission.
The axisymmetric bluff-body stabilized burner is a combustion device of practical relevance because it introduces highly strained and recirculating turbulent flows. It consists of a tube of diameter D 0 with a axisymmetric bluff-body of smaller diameter DϽD 0 at the outlet. Disks, cones or cylinders are frequently used as bluffbodies. The flow is forced to pass through the annular slot and to form an annular jet, Fig. 1a . Due to flow separation, a region of subatmospheric pressure is formed behind the disk, and a part of the annular jet is entrained in that region in a continuous strong recirculation.
Numerous experimental studies of the non-reacting timeaveraged flow field in the recirculation zone of turbulent annular jets have appeared in the literature ͓3-7͔. It has been found that the ratio of recirculation length to bluff-body diameter decreases with increasing blockage ratio D 2 /D 0 2 , while the ratio of reverse mass flow to total mass flow in the recirculation zone increases with increasing blockage ratio. The actual shape of the bluff-body influences the flow direction at the jet exit and therefore the recirculation length ͓3,6͔.
The turbulence intensity in the recirculation zone has been found to be particularly high ͑at least 30% of the local mean velocity ͓4͔͒ and strongly anisotropic, becoming isotropic further downstream, after the reattachment point ͓3,4,6͔. At the axial stagnation point, the radial stresses are larger than the axial stresses. This is due to the attenuation of the axial normal stresses in that region. Indeed, the production of axial normal stresses is a negative quantity at the stagnation point, since the axial velocity gradient is positive ͓6͔. In the recirculation zone, the measured shear stresses do not vanish in the locations of zero velocity gradient ͓4͔. Observations and measurements of this nature for the turbulence quantities lead to the conclusion that isotropic turbulence models ͑e.g., the standard k-model͒ are inadequate for appropriately capturing the Reynolds stresses ͓4,6͔.
Stroomer ͓7͔ and Aly and Rashed ͓8͔ investigated experimentally annular jets with a high blockage ratio. Stroomer was the only researcher who reported limited measurements inside the recirculation zone for such jets, where he also observed strongly anisotropic turbulence.
In contrast to the experimental works, the number of publications on turbulent annular jet simulations is very limited. McGuirk et al. ͓9͔, Durão et al. ͓10͔ and Akselvoll and Moin ͓11͔ studied the annular jet combined with a central jet ͑i.e., the coannular jet͒. Only Pope and Whitelaw ͓12͔ and Leschziner and Rodi ͓13͔ performed simulations on free ͑unconfined͒ annular jets, both works reporting results for a blockage ratio of 50%. In the latter work, very good predictions of the mean velocity on the symmetry axis were obtained, conducting axisymmetric steady simulations along with the skew-upwind differencing scheme and the quadratic, upstream-weighted differencing scheme.
One of the topics of the present work is the identification and the characterization of the flow asymmetry originating from the annular jet. Asymmetric flows originating from symmetric geometries and boundary conditions have been observed in the past ͓14 -22͔. The flow asymmetry is one of the possible solutions of the non-linear problem expressed by the Navier-Stokes equations ͓17͔. Extensive experimental and numerical studies have been undertaken for the symmetric plane sudden expansion configuration ͓14,15,18 -20͔. A key observation is that for high expansion ratios or high Reynolds numbers, the flow is more prone to become and remain asymmetric.
For confined annular jets, flow asymmetry has been observed by Pinho and Whitelaw ͓16͔. In their work, the blockage ratio was 50%. The authors performed LDA measurements of a water flow and a water-carboxy methyl cellulose mixture for analyzing the differences between Newtonian and non-Newtonian flows. In the range of Reynolds numbers between 400 and 6000 the pure water flow exhibited an asymmetric flow field. The authors identified oscillations with a Strouhal number of Stϭ0.094 ͑the Strouhal number is the frequency normalized with the disk diameter and the annular jet velocity͒ in this range. They associated these oscillations to the propagation of instabilities shed from the disk edge, which are responsible for the asymmetry, as explained by Cherdron et al. ͓14͔ . In contrast to the results obtained for the symmetric plane sudden expansion, for which the asymmetry persists also in the turbulent regime ͓15͔, the confined annular jet shows a limited range of Reynolds numbers where the flow is asymmetric. Actually, as we shall show in the sequel, the symme-try breaking observed in the present unconfined annular jet is of a particularly complex nature, since it can be both spontaneous and forced.
To summarize, the present contribution deals with the numerical and experimental investigation of a non-reacting annular air jet with a blockage ratio of 89%. The experimental work consists of systematic three-dimensional LDA measurements of the flow field, whereas in the numerical work three-dimensional unsteady computations are employed. The objectives of this work are the following: to show the flow features ͑large scale asymmetry, fluctuating quantities and the existence of a characteristic vortex frequency͒ of the high blockage ratio jet under investigation by means of experimental and numerical data. Additionally, this work demonstrates that unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes ͑URANS͒ simulations can be, under certain requirements, a valuable tool for engineering design.
LDA Measurements
A cross-section of the upper part of the disk stabilized burner producing the air annular jet is shown in Fig. 1b . For the experimental part of this work we utilized the same burner device as in the measurements of Stroomer ͓7͔. The disk diameter is Dϭ80 mm and the inner tube diameter is D 0 ϭ85 mm, giving a blockage ratio of 0.89. After exiting the honeycomb ͑not shown͒, the air enters a contraction section and is forced to pass through the annular slot of width 2.5 mm. The air flow was fixed at such a rate that the axial bulk velocity at the slot exit was U 0 ϭ13.2 m/s. The accuracy of the thermal mass flow meter amounted to Ϯ2%. For the annular jet, the hydraulic diameter ͓4ϫ͑passage area͒/͑wetted perimeter͔͒ is equal to D 0 ϪD. Therefore, the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter and the jet exit velocity was, in our case, 4400.
The burner had a second gas supply for an additional central flow through the 4 mm hole of the disk ͑Fig. 1b͒. However, in the present set of measurements, this hole was hermetically sealed.
The setup of the 3D-LDA system was described extensively by Flury ͓23͔. It consists of a 5W Ar ϩ -Laser, which was operated in multiline mode at 2W, a two-component transmitting optics ͑ ϭ514.5 nm and 488 nm͒, an ordinary one-component transmitting optics ͑ϭ476.5 nm͒ and the corresponding receiving optics. The optical system was mounted on an optical bench, which could be moved in three directions. Cross scattering was used to reduce the sphere equivalent diameter of the measurement volume down to 80 m. The signals were processed by means of FFT analyzers. TiO 2 seeding particles of 1 m mean diameter were used. The calibration factors of the three velocity components were determined by means of two independent ways: geometrically and by using a rotating disk. The difference in the results obtained by these two calibration techniques was always smaller than 4%.
The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system was fixed at the disk center. The symmetry axis of the disk was vertical and was chosen as the z-axis. The y-axis was parallel to the optical bench. The positioning accuracy of the measurement volume was 0.5 mm or better. The velocities were measured by scanning a grid with 11ϫ9 nodes on the yz-plane. Additionally, measurements near to the jet nozzle were performed.
Approximately 50,000 shots were taken at each measuring point. From the collected shots, mean and r.m.s. values of the three velocity components could be computed. The errors in the mean values and in the r.m.s. values were within a Ϯ5% range and a Ϯ10% range, respectively.
Detailed measurements at the jet nozzle showed a quasiparabolic radial profile of the axial velocity. However, differences of the order of 0.08U 0 were observed in the peak values along the periphery of the annular nozzle. This indicates that a certain level of nonuniformity in the azimuthal distribution of the axial velocity at the jet nozzle must be taken into account. We shall expand on this point in the sequel.
It must be emphasized that Stroomer ͓7͔ used a two-component LDA system for measuring the axial and the radial velocity components, whereas the present experimental contribution deals with three-dimensional LDA measurements. The simultaneous measurement of three velocity components is critical for a accurate analysis of the flow structure, as shown in the sequel.
3 Numerical Simulations 3.1 Simulation Technique. Vortex shedding and convection is encountered in bluff-body flows, in which strong flow separation and recirculation are dominant. For the numerical simulation of these kind of flows, the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes ͑URANS͒ simulation technique has been successfully employed in the past ͓24 -27͔. The technique is based on the Ensemble Averaged Navier Stokes equations, for which a model for the Reynolds stresses must be provided ͓24,27͔. The reason for its success lies in the accurate direct computation of the large vortex structures, whereas the small and short time vortices are modeled.
For the simulation of the described annular jet flow three different models for the Reynolds stresses were used in this work: ͑1͒ the standard k-model based on the Boussinesq approximation ͑see Ref. ͓28͔͒, ͑2͒ the Reynolds Stress Model of Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski ͑SSG-RSM, ͓29͔͒, and ͑3͒ a no-model approach, for which the Reynolds stresses are assumed to be zero.
The results of the k-model are not shown here, as they were particularly poor as far as the large vortex fluctuations are concerned. Indeed, the local velocity oscillations presented us with a strong damping after a short initial transient. A large amount of dissipation is introduced in these computations through the turbulent viscosity eff , which finally led the unsteady simulation to a steady state. Other works ͓25,27͔ have already observed that the standard k-model is very dissipative especially for unsteady flows with large scale unsteadiness, since the turbulent kinetic energy k is overpredicted. This is due to the large production term in the transport equation of k. 
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Transactions of the ASME The no-model approach represents a sort of ''naive'' Large Eddy Simulation ͑LES͒, as observed by Rodi ͓30͔. LES is a technique commonly considered to be the most accurate in CFD for flows in the turbulent regime, because it computes the dynamics of the largest eddies directly and models the smallest eddies effects with a subgrid scale model. Since the effects of the smallest eddies are dissipative, it is argued that their effect can be artificially introduced by the numerical dissipation of the momentum equations spatial discretization scheme, namely through the coarseness of the computational grid compared to the smallest eddies size ͓30͔. We shall emphasize at this point, that the fundamental equations solved in this approach are averaged in time, as we are dealing with the RANS technique. They do not reflect spatial filtering, as it is typical in LES.
The bulk of the results presented however come from the approach with the Reynolds Stress Model of Speziale, Sarkar and Gatski ͓29͔. This approach, in a fashion very similar to the LES concept, delegates the large eddies to the momentum equations and assigns the modeling of the small eddies to the statistical ͑yet anisotropic͒ Reynolds Stress Model. It is obvious that for such a scheme to be consistent, the two energy ranges ͑large scale, momentum assigned and small scale, model assigned͒ must be sufficiently separated. This, as we shall see, is true for our system, where two orders of magnitude in the frequency separate the coherent from the statistical fluctuations.
The averaged quantities obtained with the unsteady simulation technique are generally affected by a statistical error, which is due to the limitation of the total simulated time interval. Indeed, the averages of distinct and contiguous time sub-intervals are slightly different from each other. In this work, the statistical error is given by the minimum and maximum velocity average value of three contiguous and equidistant time sub-intervals.
The analysis is limited to the post-transient state of the annular jet flow. In this state, the three velocity averages taken over three distinct and contiguous time sub-intervals are nearly the same. These averages also slightly differ from the average taken over the total time. In the simulation results, the condition to identify the post-transient state is that for each sub-interval, the difference between the sub-interval average and the overall average is less than the r.m.s. value of the sub-interval fluctuations.
Meshes and Boundary Conditions.
For the computations, multiblock grids with three different mesh sizes were used. The grids consisted of five blocks in total. The block in the central region included the symmetry axis of the annular jet device, and four blocks were attached around the central block ͑''butterfly'' configuration͒. The multiblock structure was preferred to a one block O-grid, because it provides greater cell size uniformity. The three different meshes have sizes of 202,826 points, 402,696 points and 879,795 points, and are referred in the sequel as coarse, medium and fine mesh, respectively ͑Table 1͒.
All three grids have the shape of a truncated cone, see for example Fig. 2 . The axial expansion ratio of the grid is 1.05, starting from the bluff-body disk. So, the space between the grid points near to the disk is very small and cannot be recognized in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 shows a cross section of the computational domain through the symmetry axis. In the same figure the boundary conditions and the dimensions are described.
It must be stressed that extensive steady-state computations have been carried out for testing the influence of the boundary conditions on the results. In one simulation, the region in the contraction tube below the bluff-body disk ͑see Fig. 1b͒ was included. It was shown that negligible differences in the mean values were observed when compared to the simulations which included only the region above the disk and a uniform annular jet of velocity U 0 . Another simulation included a large free region to the side of the annular jet device, in order to test the air entrainment effect caused by the jet. It was shown that the same results are achieved when the large region is removed and replaced by a low velocity axial coflow, provided this coflow had a velocity below 0.1U 0 . Grids of different lateral and axial lengths, ranging up to 15D downstream, were tested and yielded, essentially, the same results with the grid and the boundary conditions used in the present work. An effect on the main flow pattern is observed only with domains smaller than 3 diameters. The effect is a contraction of the recirculation zone above the bluff-body disk. In Fig. 3 , the smaller circular surface of the truncated cone ͑bottom͒ is put at the height of the bluff-body disk plane ͑at z/D ϭ0͒. The larger circular surface ͑top͒ is the outlet of the computational domain. In our unsteady simulations, the flow at the annular jet nozzle was modeled with a uniform axial jet and the lateral air entrainment was modeled with a uniform low velocity coflow. The velocity of the uniform axial annular flow was U 0 ϭ13.2 m/s ͑in z-direction͒ as the bulk velocity in the experiments ͑see Section 2͒. The coflow had a velocity of 0.5 m/s in axial direction and zero velocity in radial and azimuthal direction.
In the simulations with the Reynolds Stress Model, the turbulent intensity at the inflow surface was set to 10% with an integral length l 0 ϭ0.06D. This choice has been made guided by the measurements ͓7͔ in the nearest available position. The low velocity co-flow ͑external air entrainment͒ had a turbulent intensity of 5% and an integral length of 0.06D.
At the lateral surface of the truncated cone-shaped domain, a free-slip boundary condition was set. At the free-slip boundaries both the velocity gradients normal to the boundaries and the velocity component normal to the boundaries are zero. Moreover, for the Reynolds Stress Model simulations, this condition implies a zero diffusive flux imposed for the additional transport quantities. These additional quantities are the six Reynolds stresses ij and the dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy.
At the outlet, a non-reflective outflow boundary condition with zero inflow was put. Zero inflow means that a free-slip boundary condition is automatically put at the outlet boundary faces at which the momentum equations would result in an entering flow. This particular condition was chosen for reasons of numerical stability.
Summary of the Computations.
The computations were performed using the finite volume code CFX-TASCflow. This platform employes a collocated grid scheme along with a pressure correction method for the pressure-velocity coupling. The space discretization scheme utilized was the second order skew upwind, which has demonstrated efficient behavior in a previous annular jet flow numerical study ͓13͔. Due to constraints of the CFD code the computations with the SSG model were first order accurate in time. The solver uses the Incomplete Lower Upper ͑ILU͒ Factorization for the relaxation of the discretized equations at a specific time step.
Convergence is accelerated via the employment of an algebraic multigrid method, which is based on a W-cycle with 4 sweeps going down. The number of sub-iterations varies between 4 and 10. For each time step a certain number of iterations is performed until full convergence is achieved. Typically, the number of steps is 6. Table 2 summarizes the performed computations. The time step is, depending on the simulation, 0.1 or 0.4 ms. The choice of the time step is based on the results obtained by Stroomer ͓7͔ and on typical Strouhal numbers of similar devices. Stroomer measured the velocity fluctuation frequencies of the flow coming out of exactly the same annular jet device, with the same Reynolds number. He reported a fundamental oscillation period of approximately 83 ms, which is at least 200 times larger than our timestep. For a confined annular jet Pinho and Whitelaw ͓16͔ found experimentally a value of Stϭ0.094, which corresponds to an oscillation period of 64 ms ͑i.e., 160 times larger͒. Typical Strouhal numbers for simple bluff-body flows ͑i.e., flows past square, circular and triangular cylinders͒ are in the range 0.12-0.25 ͓27,30,31͔, which yield oscillation periods between 24 and 50 ms in our annular jet. Therefore, the time steps in the computations are sufficiently small to capture the main flow oscillations.
The unsteady computations needed to go through an initial transient before reaching the final stationary state characterized by oscillations around a steady time average. All postprocessing presented involves post-transient time series. Therefore, Table 2 specifies both the amount of totally collected time steps ͑fourth row͒ and the amount time steps in the post-transient state only ͑fifth row͒.
The stationary state was assumed to be reached, when all three velocity components averages taken over three distinct and contiguous time-sub intervals were nearly the same. Note that amounts in the fifth row of Table 2 reflect considerably large time lengths. Indeed the time intervals in the post transient state are at least 30 times larger than the time needed by the air flow to cover a distance equal to the disk diameter.
Results and Discussion

Mean Values.
As a typical velocity signal of the unsteady computations, the instantaneous axial velocity on the symmetry axis at a distance of z/Dϭ0.2 from the disk is plotted in Fig.  4 . The signal is obtained from the simulations with the SSGReynolds Stress Model ͑SSG-RSM͒ and with the fine grid. It is characterized by stable oscillations. On the other side, the signal given by the no-model computations ͑not shown here͒ at the same position has larger amplitudes and has finer structures superimposed to the dominant fluctuations.
The time averaged axial velocity component on the symmetry axis is plotted in Fig. 5 . Our and Stroomer's ͓7͔ experimental data are presented together with the results of our unsteady computations with the SSG-Reynolds Stress Model ͑SSG-RSM͒ and with the no-model approach.
The numerical results are based on the computations with grid F. The computations with the grids C and M give very similar predictions, indicating that the results, as far as this quantity is concerned, are fairly grid independent. The statistical errors ͑Sec-tion 3.1͒ of the computations are indicated with error bars. The fact that there is no significant difference between the axial profile computed with the two approaches points out, that the axial velocity component is relatively insensitive to the model used.
In the region near to the disk the axial velocity is negative due to the backflow of the recirculation. It becomes positive further downstream. The two modelling approaches employed for the Transactions of the ASME Reynolds stresses give the same results as far as the mean velocities are concerned. It can be observed that the position of the inversion point of the axial velocity component on the symmetry axis is overpredicted and the maximum reverse velocity is underpredicted. Test computations have shown that this discrepancy is due to the type of inlet boundary condition used in the computations. We used a uniform annular jet in the simulations, whereas the experiments show evidence of a relatively non-uniform mass flow in radial and azimuthal direction. More specifically, measurements in the vicinity of the jet exit of the device at different azimuthal positions showed a variation of the order of 0.08U 0 in the peak values of the velocity. In order to test this hypothesis, three-dimensional steady simulations were conducted with a similar numerically imposed variance of the exit velocity at the jet periphery, according to Eq. ͑1͒:
where w is the axial component of the velocity and is the azimuth. The main result of these steady computations is that the velocity profile computed along the axis becomes very similar to the measured one ͑Fig. 6͒, in the critical recirculation region.
Effectively, what we showed with these computations is that when symmetry is broken in a forced manner, and at magnitudes that match experimental imperfections, the large scale features of the flow are captured satisfactorily ͓32͔.
Computations with other grids also show a decrease in the recirculation length by imposing a nonuniform velocity profile at the jet exit. However, since we shall discuss general features of this flow and in particular its ͑small and large scale͒ oscillating behavior, we shall focus on symmetrically forced configurations and spontaneously emerging asymmetries, from now on.
The annular jet asymmetry configuration we investigate, falls under the SO͑2͒ symmetry group. It has been shown, and is well established now, that SO͑2͒ flows can exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking ͓22,33-37͔. Moreover, recent results have provided strong evidence that, at least in certain cases, even minute, and effectively unavoidable, imperfections of the experimental rig cause symmetry breaking that manifests itself with responses that are disproportionally large with respect to the triggering disturbance ͓21,32,38 -42͔.
The radial velocity on the symmetry axis is shown in Fig. 7 . The numerical results are obtained from the no-model simulations. Both simulations and experiments give similar shapes: There is a maximum value near the upper border of the recirculation zone and an asymptotic decrease to zero further downstream. From the non-zero values of the radial component on the The profile of the radial velocity on the symmetry axis ͑Fig. 7͒ is not fully grid independent. However, three-dimensional steady computations, for which a grid independence test has been performed, show the identical curve shape with deviations of only 20% from the unsteady simulations. So, also three-dimensional steady computations yield a non zero radial velocity profile on the symmetry axis, indicating a basic asymmetry in the flow field. Figure 8 shows the streamlines of the ͑u,w͒-vectors on the xzplane through the symmetry axis, after averaging the results of the SSG-RSM simulations. The streamlines on the symmetry axis are not parallel to the axis itself. Part of the flow coming from the upper left region of the recirculation torus is moving to the lower right region, giving a net mass flow across the symmetry axis. The two cross sections of the recirculation torus have different shapes and positions. The stagnation point on this plane is located approximately at x/Dϭ0.15 and z/Dϭ0.60, i.e., it does not lie on the symmetry axis. The point at which the w-component is zero on the symmetry axis does not coincide with the stagnation point, as it is for axisymmetric flows.
As the computational domain is limited, and the velocity of the co-flow set at the boundary is small, a toroidal recirculation zone is present between the wake flow and the lateral sides of the computational domain. The downward flow towards the jet exit ͑left part in Fig. 8͒ is due to this recirculation. Of course, large velocity values of the co-flow would forbid the toroidal recirculation flow to be formed. However, such large velocity values would largely affect the wake flow, as extensive steady state computations have shown. We should mention that apart from examining the influence of the co-flow velocity magnitude, we have conducted a set of computations where the domain was extended peripherally outwards and below the disk section, therefore allowing for a more ''natural'' circulation development. The results however were essentially identical to the ones obtained with the co-flow approximation, significantly more expensive in computational time though.
The streamline plot of Fig. 8 was obtained after averaging the results of the unsteady Reynolds stress model computations. Qualitatively the same result, i.e., a net ͑asymmetric͒ flow from one annular jet side to the other is obtained in the unsteady computations with the no-model approach and with three-dimensional steady computations. Moreover, grid independent results of threedimensional laminar computations at the same blockage ratio and at Reϭ50 show a stable and steady flow asymmetry of the same shape ͓43͔.
Essentially the same features of asymmetry are observed in the experiments, Fig. 9 . Note that the coordinate system used in the measurements does not coincide with the coordinate system of the simulations, since the break of symmetry destroys the intrinsic azimuthal invariance of the problem. So, a comparison of the images is possible only on a qualitative basis. We should repeat here that the numerical results presented originate from computations where the break of symmetry is spontaneous ͑i.e. with a symmetric inflow boundary condition͒, whereas for the experiment this idealized condition is impossible ͑see previous discussion on magnitude of inflow asymmetry͒. In effect, one would expect a higher level of asymmetry in the experiment.
The analysis of the velocity vector orientation on the symmetry axis has shown that the fluid flows from one side of the annular jet to the opposite side, and that there is only one preferential direction. While the streamlines on a plane through this preferential direction are asymmetric ͑Fig. 8͒, the streamlines on the perpendicular plane ͑not shown in this work͒ have a nearly axisymmetric shape. A detailed description of the asymmetry phenomenology is out of the scope of this work and will be discussed elsewhere. However, we have evidence that it is caused by the imbalance of pressure and inertia forces for thin annular jets, and that it is triggered by perturbations generated in the vicinity of the disk ͓43͔.
Fluctuations.
In the sequel, the values of the axial velocity fluctuations are presented. In the experiments, they are derived from the LDA signals as the r.m.s. of the instantaneous fluctuation around the mean. In the unsteady computations, they are computed on the basis of the large scale, coherent fluctuations and of the small scale, modeled fluctuations ͓27͔, according to the equation
where w tot Ј is the total, w coh Ј the coherent and w mod Ј the modeled fluctuation. The overbars in Eq. ͑2͒ mean time averaging over the total time interval. ͗w͘ is the instantaneous velocity value, w mean is the time averaged velocity, and ͗wЈwЈ͘ is the instantaneous value of the axial Reynolds stress. Note that the notation used is reflecting time averages, as it is common in the RANS technique, and not spatial filtering, adopted in LES. The coherent fluctuation is the r.m.s. of the instantaneous velocity fluctuation around the mean, whereas the modeled fluctuation is the square root of the Reynolds stress time average. Equation ͑2͒ is valid, as long as the small and large scale fluctuations are uncorrelated ͓28͔, which is generally the case in single frequency dominated vortex shedding flows.
The axial velocity fluctuations on the symmetry axis are shown in Fig. 10 , for the no-model approach simulations, together with our experimental data and those of Stroomer ͓7͔. As the no-model approach assumes that the Reynolds stresses are zero, the fluctuations are only coherent.
The coherent fluctuations of the no-model computations ͑Fig. 10͒ are obtained with different grid resolutions ͑202,826 ͑Grid C͒, 402,696 ͑Grid M͒ and 879,795 grid points ͑Grid F͒͒. It can be seen that there is an asymptotic trend converging to a grid independent solution, i.e., the difference between the results of the grids M and F is smaller than the difference between the results of the grids C and M. So, the result of grid F is not strictly grid independent but very close to the grid independent solution. Finer grid discretization ͑probably exceeding 2-3 million points͒ would be necessary to obtain fully grid independent solutions. Such levels of discretization, when computed in a time-accurate, unsteady manner, are beyond our current computational capabilities.
The results obtained show a significant statistical spreading, which could be improved by collecting a longer signal history. Nevertheless, for the finer and medium grid there is evidence of large fluctuation values which agree with the experimental data satisfactorily, especially in the near disk zone, where recirculation takes place. In this zone, the experiments indicate axial turbulent fluctuations in the range 0.10-0.15U 0 . The results of the coarse grid are much lower than the other results, indicating that the numerical dissipation is too high.
For the simulations with the SSG-RSM the fluctuation components are presented separately, i.e., the coherent fluctuations in Fig. 11 and the turbulent fluctuations in Fig. 12 . From these fluctuations the total fluctuations ͑Fig. 13͒ can be computed with Eq. ͑2͒. Figure 11 shows the coherent fluctuations of the Reynolds stress model computations. The fine grid results are not fully grid independent. However, the grid independent solution will reasonably lie between the fine grid results ͑upper curve in Fig. 11͒ and the fluctuations of the no-model computations ͑upper curve in Fig.  10͒ , as the Reynolds stresses have a dumping effect on the coherent fluctuations. Figure 12 presents the modeled fluctuations of the Reynolds stress model computations. It can be reasonably stated, that the grid independent solution for the modeled fluctuations in the upper part of the recirculation zone ͑i.e., in the region 0.25Ͻz/D Ͻ0.5͒ is significantly smaller than the coherent fluctuations. From  Fig. 12 it is evident, that nearer to the bluff-body disk ͑0Ͻz/D Ͻ0.25͒ the grid independent modeled fluctuations will be large. Vice versa, the coherent fluctuations decrease to zero in this region, as the velocity decreases to zero near to the wall. So, by Some definitive trends can be recognized from these figures: the characteristics of the fluctuations are locally different. In the region near the disk ͑0Ͻz/DϽ0.25͒ there is a large contribution of high frequency fluctuations ͑Fig. 12͒. The upper region of the recirculation zone ͑0.25Ͻz/DϽ0.5͒ is dominated by small frequency coherent fluctuations. There, the computed ͑fine grid͒ coherent fluctuations reach values of 0.08U 0 ͑Fig. 11͒. These features can not be observed by looking at the total fluctuations, which present a substantially flat profile ͑Fig. 13͒, and strengthen the need of unsteady simulations for this kind of bluff-body flows: a steady simulation would neglect the coherent large eddy fluctuations, which are responsible both for the large values of the total fluctuations and for the high fluctuation level in the upper recirculation region. Considering both coherent and modeled fluctuations leads to total fluctuations, which fit very well with our and Stroomer's ͓7͔ experimental data.
By comparing the coherent fluctuations of the SSG-RSM computations ͑Grid F in Fig. 11͒ and the total fluctuations of the no-model computations ͑Grid F in Fig. 10͒ the larger amplitudes of the no-model approach are evident. This shows that the computations are not dominated by numerical diffusion. Indeed, in presence of a large numerical diffusion we would not see any difference in the coherent fluctuations.
The fine grid results of the two approaches are shown in Fig.  14 . Both approaches give similar high values of fluctuations in agreement with the experimental results. The no-model approach behaves better at the upper part of the recirculation zone ͑0.25Ͻz/ DϽ0.5͒. Nearer to the disk ͑0Ͻz/DϽ0.25͒ this approach is not able to maintain a high level of fluctuation, as the profile decreases. Apparently, the zone near to the disk is characterized by both small and large scale fluctuations. The no-model approach is able to capture the large scale fluctuations, however, the intense small scale fluctuations are not captured, requiring higher grid resolution near to the disk. The turbulent approach is able to capture the trend of having a fluctuation maximum near to the wall. This observation is in accordance with new zonal trends in simulations, where the near wall regions are computed using URANStype approaches ͑like our SSG-RSM͒ and the regions further away from the wall are modelled using LES-type approaches ͑more sophisticated, but of the same philosophy as our ''naive-LES'' no-model approach͒ ͓44 -46͔.
Time Series Fourier Analysis.
The previous sections dealt with statistical quantities of the annular jet flow. Detailed technical studies need also data on the flow dynamics. We focus here on the frequencies of coherent structures. In the particular case of the annular jet, these structures can be vortices passing periodically at the monitor point ͑i.e., vortex shedding͒, or boundary layers oscillating around the monitor point.
The frequencies are computed via the Fast Fourier Transform ͑FFT͒ of the auto-correlation function ͓47͔. The computation of the auto-correlation function and of its FFT was performed numerically and based on the collected time history of the simulations.
The results of the FFT analysis based on the fine grid SSG-RSM simulations are presented in Fig. 15 . Oscillation frequencies of fϭ10 Hz or a Strouhal number Stϭf•D/U 0 ϭ0.06 can be observed. Simulations with other grid resolutions and with the nomodel approach confirmed the existence of a specific frequency in the range 5-10 Hz ͑Stϭ0.03-0.06͒. Strouhal numbers of flows past cylinders ͑see Section 3.3͒ are in the range 0.12-0.25. For a confined annular jet Pinho and Whitelaw ͓16͔ found a value of Stϭ0.094.
Stroomer ͓7͔ measured a frequency of 12 Hz ͑Stϭ0.073͒ for the same annular jet but with methane-air combustion. We must be aware that the frequency reported by Stroomer in the combustion case and the frequency obtained in these non-reacting flow simulations must not necessarily coincide. Indeed, different mean values and r.m.s. fluctuations values commonly appear in combusting flows due to strong changes in density and momentum. However, we can reasonably state that the orders of magnitude of the velocity and of the size of the large moving vortex structures are not changed by the presence of combustion. Therefore, similar frequencies should be expected in the reacting and non-reacting cases as is the case here.
Conclusions
The present contribution dealt with the simulations and the measurements of an air annular jet with a very high blockage ratio ͑89%͒ and a moderate Reynolds number ͑Reϭ4400͒. The experiments were performed using the three-dimensional LDA technique. Different points in the flow field were measured, and mean and r.m.s. values were computed. The simulations were based on the three-dimensional unsteady RANS technique. Different models for the Reynolds stresses were used.
A comparison of the mean velocities presented significant differences between the simulated and measured values, which proved to be the effect of asymmetries in the experimental jet exit velocities. When similar magnitude asymmetries were introduced to the numerical simulation, the comparison of mean velocities yielded very satisfactory results. However, experiments and simulations proved the existence of an asymmetric flow field inside of the recirculation zone, with a preferential flow direction. This strengthened the choice of performing simulations in a threedimensional fashion for this flow. Indeed, two-dimensional simulations would artificially force axisymmetry.
The computed velocity fluctuations were in very good agreement with the experiments. For the comparison with the experiments, the total fluctuations had to be computed as the sum of the directly computed, large scale coherent fluctuations and the modeled, small scale fluctuations. It was shown that the fluctuations in the recirculation zone mainly consisted of fluctuations of large scale vortices, implicitly proving the necessity of performing the computations in an unsteady manner. Steady computations clearly underestimate the total fluctuations.
Fast Fourier frequency analysis based on the simulated velocity time series indicated the existence of large vortex structures oscillating at a frequency around 10 Hz, in good agreement with previous measurements.
